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When I ask why Oovee is so eager to get control of Spintires, even if that means we are to make you work
for us, he insists thats not the case. Oovee is a publisher, not a game developer, Milsom says, and the only
thing it wants is to sell this game and get its money. Its exactly what we want in this entire situation. Were
chasing people like Saber, but also trying to create a new landscape and just kind of get Spintires out there

and be open about it. Were not looking for some weird legal context. If Oovee COO Devin Milsom isn't
directly involved in this situation, who is? With its assets locked away, and Saxton going to great lengths to

stay out of sight, I need to ask. Milsom says that Pavel has no relationship with Saber. So, weve got a
situation where Pavel is on our side and he feels that he has been misled, but at the same time are also

dealing with a company that has used some questionable tactics, including keeping his identity a secret and
having shady representatives who may or may not have been legitimate. So, hes in a situation where he
wants to finish his career, he wants to make this game which is basically his baby. We had great success

with Spintires, and he feels that things are slightly mishandled and he has every right to point that out. But
at the same time, he is working on things for a future release, and unfortunately, are just going to have to
treat that just like any other thing that theyre working on. We have to treat it as if any other thing in the

games industry, unless we are specifically told otherwise, because if anything, its actually been handled in a
professional manner.
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This state of affairs was going on while the legal action
against Oovee was ongoing, yet apparently,

Zagrebelnyy felt no qualms about arresting Milsom and
raising Spintires again on the website around Christmas
2015. Milsom was released shortly thereafter, and the
legal case is currently ongoing. The companies also

continue to trade. Oovee does not seem to have filed for
liquidation, but that may be a technicality. Companies
House shows Oovee as having no bank accounts . The

case is ongoing, but with an outcome either way, I don't
see any particular reason to keep it going. Even if Oovee

were to emerge victorious, the legal bill for the firm
would likely be horrendous. Oovee recently hired a new
Russian lawyer to help with the case, but he happens to

also be representing Spintires in a public drunken
bacchanalia , through which Saxton made himself a

godfather. Regardless, a settlement now seems likely.
Hopefully, Oovee will walk away from the war intact.

Spintires was a huge, profitable success. It helped drive
the Oovee brand across all media. So far, so good. The
problem, and it is a pretty big problem, is that I suspect
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Oovee has made a fortune that it hasn't yet declared.
What's the thing about a company declaring a profit,

and at the same time making money? Well, for the most
part it would be tax. If you declare a loss, then it's

possible you can get a tax refund. If you declare a profit,
then at least part of your income will be subject to tax.

This is what Saxton told me in 2019, and I asked why he
and his company are so determined to prove this isn't

the case . 5ec8ef588b
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